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The Blood of Heroes
A young ship's officer abandons his imperiled vessel and its passengers only to
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survive and face scorn, his own guilt, and the need for atonement. Conrad's central
message about the consequences of straying from personal responsibility is as
powerful today as it was nearly a 100 years ago.

Audacious Kids
Beware the beast man, for he is the devils pawn. Raised as brothers but separated
by slave traders, Tarzan and his ape brother Caesar reunite when the war between
man and ape takes them from the jungles of Africa to the center of the earth. From
the writers of Revival and Power Man and Iron Fist! A co-publication with Boom!
Studios!

M. A. R. S. Patrol Total War
Tarzan tales from a storytelling master! This huge archival collection—featuring
several Tarzan essays and original page layouts by Joe Kubert, along with
collaborations with Russ Heath and Frank Thorne—is a must-have for fans of
timeless adventure tales and Kubert’s undeniable intensity and skill. Reprinting
issues #207–#235 of Kubert’s 1970s Tarzan run—every issue that he wrote and
drew!
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Edgar Rice Burroughs: Master of Adventure
Caesar's birth in the original Planet of the Apes films was a result of the time travel
at the core of that story. Tim Seeley (Revival) and David Walker (Power Man and
Iron Fist) relocate that birth to 19th century Africa, where Caesar crosses paths
with Tarzan, leading to a much different fate for Man and Ape. Drawing deeply
from the Tarzan novels and the Planet of the Apes films, Seeley and Walker run
Caesar and the Lord of the Jungle through the enslavement of the Apes, through a
century of war, and through the center of the earth.

Tarzan at the Earth's Core
"Originally published in The Brave and the Bold 1-5, 7-24 and Our Army at War
162-163"--T.p. verso.

Tarzan Forever
Carson Napier is the first Earthman to visit Venus, and he has to keep alert every
moment of his stay in that world of mist and mystery. For its territory is unmapped,
its inhabitants strange and he has undertaken to restore a native princess to her
lost homeland. In terrible oceans where dreaded sea monsters dwell, in deep
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forests where fear haunts every branch, and behind the walls of eerie cities where
power-mad chieftains plot uncanny schemes, Carson of Venus faces damagers that
no man ever faced before.

Popular English Specimens of the Greek Dramatic Poets
Tarzan encounters a lost race with uncanny mental powers! Gonfala has been
captured and Stanely Wood sets off to find and rescue her!

Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan Omnibus
A biography that takes a penetrating look at Edgar Rice Burroughs, the writer who
invented the superhero of the century--Tarzan--whose adventures continue to
enthrall audiences. of photos.

Tarzan on the Planet of the Apes
Tarzan and the Tarzan Twins, with Jad-bal-ja, the Golden Lion was originally
published in 1936, as a children's book. Because of this reason, it is usually left off
the list of the main Tarzan series. In relation to other Tarzan stories, this book and
'The Tarzan Twins' fall between 'Tarzan and the Ant Men' and 'Tarzan, Lord of the
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Jungle' chronologically, as the initial part (The Tarzan Twins) was published
between these two novels. The second part (Tarzan and the Tarzan Twins, with Jadbal-ja, the Golden Lion) confirms their placement in approximately this period, as it
introduces a family that figures prominently in 'Tarzan and the Lost Empire', the
next book after 'Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle'; specifically, it features Tarzan's first
meeting with Doctor Karl von Harben, with whom he is already acquainted in
Empire.

Tarzan of the Apes and Other Tales
David of King's
Classic adventure novel recounts the adventures of an aristocratic English child
reared by African apes after the death of his parents. Original, exotic, highly
readable.

Tarzan Books 1 through 5
Outstanding Book of the Year Award, Children’s Literature Association Often called
the Golden Age of Children’s Books, the years stretching from the Civil War to
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World War I were a remarkable epoch in juvenile literature, an era when the best
authors on both sides of the Atlantic wrote some of their finest work primarily for
children. In Audacious Kids, Jerry Griswold provides a groundbreaking and lucid
study of twelve of these classic American children’s tales, including such timehonored stories as Little Women, Tom Sawyer, The Secret Garden, and The Wizard
of Oz. Griswold’s most remarkable insight is that, fundamentally, these twelve
books all tell essentially the same story: a child is orphaned, makes a journey, is
adopted and harassed by adults, and eventually triumphs over them and comes
into his or her own. Griswold, a leading figure in the study of children’s literature,
also reveals that these tales emphasize motifs that are distinctly American, such as
positive thinking, concern with health, and the concealment of sex and violence,
and he shows how these secular parables replaced religion with psychology and
preached gospels of emotional self-control and optimism. In this revised edition,
which is aimed at students, scholars, and general readers, Griswold has updated
the text throughout and added a new preface, introduction, and select
bibliography.

Tarzan of the Apes Tale #1 The Man-Child
Science-fiction, the Early Years
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On February 23, 1836, a large Mexican army led by dictator Santa Anna reached
San Antonio and laid siege to about 175 Texas rebels holed up in the Alamo. The
Texans refused to surrender for nearly two weeks until almost 2,000 Mexican
troops unleashed a final assault. The defenders fought valiantly-for their lives and
for a free and independent Texas-but in the end, they were all slaughtered. Their
ultimate sacrifice inspired the rallying cry "Remember the Alamo!" and eventual
triumph. Exhaustively researched, and drawing upon fresh primary sources in U.S.
and Mexican archives, THE BLOOD OF HEROES is the definitive account of this epic
battle. Populated by larger-than-life characters--including Davy Crockett, James
Bowie, William Barret Travis--this is a stirring story of audacity, valor, and
redemption.

Jesse Marsh
Contains author, title, and publishing information, and plot summaries

The Beasts Of Tarzan
The Beasts of Tarzan is a novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third
in his series of twenty-four books about the title character Tarzan. Originally
serialized in All-Story Cavalier magazine in 1914, the novel was first published in
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book form by A. C. McClurg in 1916. The story begins a year after the conclusion of
the previous book, Tarzan (Lord Greystoke) and Jane have had a son, whom they
ve named Jack. Tarzan has spent much time building an estate home on the Waziri
lands in Uziri, Africa, but has returned to his ancestral estate in London for the
rainy season. Tarzan s adversaries from the previous novel, Nikolas Rokoff and
Alexis Paulvitch, escape prison and kidnap the Greystoke heir. Their trap is
elaborate and insidious, leading both Tarzan and Jane to be kidnapped as well.
Rokoff exiles Tarzan on a jungle island, informing him that Jack will be left with a
cannibal tribe to be raised as one of their own, while Jane s fate is to be left to his
imagination. Using his jungle skill and primal intelligence, Tarzan wins the help of
Sheeta, the vicious panther, a tribe of great apes led by the intelligent Akut, and a
native warrior, Mugambi. With their aid, Tarzan reaches the mainland and begins a
lengthy pursuit to find Jane (who is actively engineering her own extrication) and
Jack. By the end of the story Rokoff is dead, while Paulvitch, his cohort, is
presumed dead but manages to escape into the jungle. The Tarzan family returns
to London along with Mugambi, who is offered a place at Tarzan s Waziri estate.

Tarzan and the City of Gold
In this epic series, a British royal couple's son is orphaned on the coast of Africa,
where he is raised by the great apes of the jungle. Able to walk between two
worlds, he becomes not just Lord Greystoke but Tarzan of the Apes. In this
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beautiful hardcover Collectible Edition, you will find the first three thrilling
installments in Edgar Rice Burroughs's landmark adventure. Tarzan of the Apes: A
mutiny on board their ship leaves Lord and Lady Greystoke stranded on a desolate
African beach with their newborn son. Soon after, the aristocratic couple perishes,
leaving the boy an orphan--until the she-ape Kala rescues the infant, names him
'Tarzan' ('white skin'), and raises him as one of her own. As he grows, Tarzan
schools himself in the ways of both man and beast and rises to become king of the
jungle. But when he falls in love with Jane Porter, a beautiful American explorer, he
is forced to choose between the two very different worlds. The Return of Tarzan:
The adventure continues across two continents as Tarzan travels back to England,
where he becomes embroiled in royal intrigue and espionage. Later, returning to
his African jungle home, he is proclaimed leader of the Waziri tribe--and told about
a fabulous lost city full of treasure ruled by a beautiful priestess. The priestess falls
in love with Tarzan, but he cares only for his fianc�e, the American beauty Jane
Porter, and when she's kidnapped by a dangerous tribe of apelike men, Tarzan
must use all his powers as king of the jungle to rescue her. B Beasts of Tarzan: In
this third thrilling installment in Edgar Rice Burroughs's perennially popular series,
Tarzan is exiled on a wild island filled with dangers. There, he must enlist the help
of a noble panther and a tribe of apes in order to return to the mainland and
rescue his wife and infant son from the clutches of his nemesis, the villainous
Nikolas Rokoff.
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Tarzan of the Apes
Jungle Tales of Tarzan is a collection of twelve loosely connected short stories
written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, comprising the sixth book in order of publication
in his series about the title character Tarzan. Chronologically the events recounted
in it occur within Chapter 11 of the first Tarzan novel, Tarzan of the Apes, between
Tarzan's avenging of his ape foster mother's death and his becoming leader of his
ape tribe

Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan: The Complete Joe Kubert Years
This edition contains the first five books from the Tarzan series by Edgar Rice
Burroughs. Tarzan of the Apes, The Return of Tarzan, The Beasts of Tarzan, The
Son of Tarzan, Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar and a bonus of Jungle Tales of
Tarzan. Jungle Tales of Tarzan is the 6th book in the series.

Tarzan of the Apes
The Marine Attack Rescue Service, a.k.a. M.A.R.S. patrol, is called upon to save the
planet when mysterious invaders from outer space attack every nation on Earth.
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Tarzan on Film
Tarzan of the Apes (Volume 1 of 2 ) (EasyRead Super Large
20pt Edition)
Containing chapters 51-100 of China's best-loved work, in an edited, yet complete
and wholly accurate translation for the Western reader. Travel with Monkey, Pig,
Friar Sand and the Tang Priest as they continue their journey to India and finally
attain the scriptures. Volume 2 contains some of the most famous episodes from
this classic, including Monkey's duel with the Princess Iron Fan.

Tarzan of the Apes: The Man-Child
A ship's mutiny forces a young noble English couple out onto the African coast, and
their child is born in the wild. When they die a short time later, the boy is adopted
by an ape, and raised as her own. The boy, Tarzan, rises to dominance in the
jungle. Tarzan of the Apes is Edgar Rice Burroughs's exploration of mankind a it's
seen from the perspective of a man reared outside civilization, and the insights he
offers are often not flattering. Quotes from the book: “The time has arrived when
patience becomes a crime and mayhem appears garbed in a manner of virtue”
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“For myself, I always assume that a lion is ferocious, and so I am never caught off
my guard.” “I got this story from someone who had no business in the telling of it.”
Readers' reviews: “Great stuff. Yeah, it's got dated attitudes of race and class and
gender, but the story is fantastic.” (Lora, goodreads.com) ““Tarzan – Lord of the
Apes” by Edgar Rice Burroughs is much more than what you believe it is.” (George
Scully, goodreads.com) “I know that it's a children's book, and that it was written
for the sole purpose of being interesting to read, but I absolutely loved this book.”
(Makenzie Schultz, goodreads.com)

The Return of Tarzan
Tarzan and the Tarzan Twins, with Jad-Bal-ja, the Golden Lion
Cruel slave traders had invaded the jungle of Tarzan of the Apes. Now they were
headed toward a fabled empire of riches which no outsider had ever seen, intent
on looting. And toward the same legendary land was stumbling the lost James
Blake, an American whom Tarzan had vowed to rescue. Following their spoors, the
ape-man came upon the lost Valley of the Sepulcher, where Knights Templar still
fought to resume their Holy Crusade to free Jerusalem.
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Texas Educational Survey Report Texas Educational Survey
Commission
So, just how was Tarzan created? Eager to know the inside story about the
legendary John Carter and the amazing cities and peoples of Barsoom? Perhaps
your taste is more suited to David Innes and the fantastic lost world at the Earth's
core? Or maybe wrong-way Napier and the bizarre civilizations of cloudenshrouded Venus are more to your liking? These pages contain all that you will
ever want to know about the wondrous worlds and unforgettable characters
penned by the master storyteller Edgar Rice Burroughs. Richard A. Lupoff, the
respected critic and writer who helped spark a Burroughs revival in the 1960s,
reveals fascinating details about the stories written by the creator of Tarzan.
Featured here are outlines of all of Burroughs's major novels, with descriptions of
how they were each written and their respective sources of inspiration.

Jungle Tales of Tarzan
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can
download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1917 edition. Excerpt: was still fighting off
her attacker. Malbihn still was showering blows upon her. Jenssen, streaming foul
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curses upon his erstwhile friend, burst into the tent. Malbihn, interrupted, dropped
his victim and turned to meet Jenssen's infuriated charge. He whipped a revolver
from his hip. Jenssen, anticipating the lightning move of the other's hand, drew
almost simultaneously, and both men fired at once. Jenssen was still moving
toward Malbihn at the time, but at the flash of the explosion he stopped. His
revolver dropped from nerveless fingers. For a moment he staggered drunkenly.
Deliberately Malbihn put two more bullets into his friend's body at close range.
Even in the midst of the excitement and her terror Meriem found herself wondering
at the tenacity of life which the hit man displayed. His eyes were closed, his head
dropped forward upon his breast, his hands hung limply before him. Yet still he
stood there upon his feet, though he reeled horribly. It was not until the third bullet
had found its mark within his body that he lunged forward upon his face. Then
Malbihn approached him, and with an oath kicked him viciously. Then he returned
once more to Meriem. Again he seized her, and at the same instant the flaps of the
tent opened silently and a tall white man stood in the aperture. Neither Meriem or
Malbihn saw the newcomer. The latter's back was toward him while his body hid
the stranger from Meriem's eyes. He crossed the tent quickly, stepping over
Jenssen's body. The first intimation Malbihn had that he was not to carry out his
design without further interruption was a heavy hand upon his shoulder. He
wheeled to face an utter stranger--a tall, blackhaired, gray-eyed stranger clad in
khaki and pith helmet. Malbihn reached for his gun again, ..
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Tarzan Super Pack
The Return of Tarzan picks up soon after the point at which Tarzan of the Apes
concludes. The ape man, feeling rootless in the wake of his noble sacrifice of his
prospects of wedding Jane Porter, leaves America for Europe to visit his friend Paul
d'Arnot. On the ship he becomes embroiled in the affairs of Countess Olga de
Coude, her husband, Count Raoul de Coude, and two shady characters attempting
to prey on them, Nikolas Rokoff and his henchman Alexis Paulvitch. Rokoff, it turns
out, is also the countess's brother. Tarzan thwarts the villains' scheme, making
them his deadly enemies. Later, in France, Rokoff tries time and again to eliminate
the ape man, finally engineering a duel between him and the count by making it
appear that he is the countess's lover. Tarzan deliberately refuses to defend
himself in the duel, even offering the count his own weapon after the latter fails to
kill him with his own, a grand gesture that convinces his antagonist of his
innocence. In return, Count Raoul finds him a job as a special agent in the French
Ministry of War. Tarzan is assigned to service in Algeria.

Lord Jim
In this authoritative volume, writer and historian Scott Tracy Griffin traces the
development of the history-making Tarzan franchise, from the motion-picture
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industry s early silents and serials, through the high point of the Metro-GoldwynMayer era featuring Johnny Weissmuller and Maureen O Sullivan, to modern
worldwide hits like "Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes" and Walt
Disney Studios animated Tarzan."

Tarzan of the Apes
Tarzan of the Apes is a novel written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, the first in a series
of books about the title character Tarzan. It was first published in the pulp
magazine All-Story Magazine in October, 1912; the first book edition was published
in 1914. The character was so popular that Burroughs continued the series into the
1940s with two dozen sequels. For the novel's centennial anniversary, Library of
America published a hardcover edition based on the original book in April 2012
with an introduction by Thomas Mallon.

Tarzan of the Apes
In response to a radio plea from Abner Perry, a scientist who with his friend David
Innes has discovered the interior world of Pellucidar at the Earth's core, Jason
Gridley launches an expedition to rescue Innes from the Korsars (corsairs), the
scourge of the internal seas. He enlists Tarzan, and a fabulous airship is
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constructed to penetrate Pellucidar via the natural polar opening connecting the
outer and inner worlds. The airship is crewed primarily by Germans, with Tarzan's
Waziri warriors under their chief Muviro also along for the expedition.

character-Based Film Sereies Part 1
Edgar Rice Burroughs's jungle tale has captivated readers for generations. The
Short Tales Classic brings the man-child's adoption by the apes to life for even the
youngest audience. Blue level for transitional readers.

Edgar Rice Burroughs' Tarzan of the Apes
Together for the first time in one omnibus binding are all ten of the original Tarzan
Novels that cemented Tarzan's name in the annals of heroic fiction. That's more
than one thousand pages of pulse pounding adventure. Almost a million words.
Return to a simpler more exciting time with Tarzan and his adventures. Included in
this edition. Tarzan of the Apes The Return Of Tarzan The Beasts of Tarzan The Son
of Tarzan Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar Jungle Tales of Tarzan Tarzan the
Untamed Tarzan the Terrible Tarzan and the Golden Lion Tarzan and the Ant-Men

Tarzan the Magnificent
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Tarzan rescues the stranger Valthor from the murderous "shiftas". On his way
home he is seized by Nemone's warriors and is taken prisoner to the amazing City
of Gold

The Son of Tarzan (泰山之子)
This volume contains 'Tarzan of the Apes', 'The Return of Tarzan', 'The Beasts of
Tarzan', 'The Son of Tarzan', 'Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar' and 'Jungle Tales of
Tarzan' Abandoned to his fate when his English parents die in the African jungle, a
baby boy is rescued and reared by a loving ape foster mother. Conquering the
savage laws of the wilderness, Tarzan grows into a mighty warrior and becomes
leader of his tribe of apes until he encounters, for the first time, his own kind humans. An expedition of white treasure hunters has entered his jungle kingdom,
accompanied by the beautiful Jane Porter. Tarzan's primitive heart is struck and he
determines to become civilized in order to win her. But will the charms of this
charming and cultured young woman overcome when the spirit of his wild nature
beckons?

Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle
The legendary Tarzan work of artist Jesse Marsh remains an enduring, singular
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vision, captivating generations of comics readers and earning the acclaim of artists
from Russ Manning to Alex Toth to Los Bros Hernandez. Marsh's nineteen-year
collaboration with writer Gaylord DuBois defined Edgar Rice Burroughs' jungle lord,
and these iconic adventures live again in the pages of Tarzan: The Jesse Marsh
Years Omnibus, meticulously restored and value priced. "(Marsh) is in that group of
the finest storytellers comics has ever produced." -Gilbert Hernandez (Love &
Rockets)

Carson of Venus
Edgar Rice Burroughs's jungle tale has captivated readers for generations. The
Short Tales Classic brings the man-child's adoption by the apes to life for even the
youngest audience. Blue level for transitional readers.

The Journey to the West
The Dark Horse contributions to the Lord of the Jungle are highlighted in this
omnibus of previously uncollected stories from Bruce Jones, Thomas Yeates,
Timothy Truman, Al Williamson, Lovern Kindzierski, Darko Macan, Igor Kordey, and
more! In this volume, Tarzan discovers a new form of helplessness when a deadly
virus threatens Jane's life, races against Nazis to uncover an artifact of immense
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power, encounters classic characters from Victorian literature, and battles Martians
in the twenty-fourth century! Collecting Tarzan #1-#20 and Tarzan: A Tale of
Mugambi, this omnibus an essential addition to any Tarzan library!

The Viking Prince
Tarzan on the Planet of the Apes #1
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